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  unsure if this is a put-down toward the artist but reminds  

   me of some of 

my own art from 

this period [which]. In any case, image 13 on cited 13; when looking[-ed] at the proponent from table up: 

within minutes the top part of sketch seems [to] vibrate: pop out of the image … in additional case [I 

hope you catch my drift …] the drawing seems to imply a climb to the above  

scented by the outlines of cloud mist  

& then transposition of the first 

Portion sketch from outside within  

painting top fitting into the second 

portion or bottom sketch 

   Then of course there is 

a lot more like the obvious treading 

on the climbing line otherwise you 

might fall  

in this case the sky 

Determines it seems for us what 

We can fall into being limited in 

Harm toward us depending on  

Sky as in astrophysics & entropy  

All that wildness but perhaps you’d  

Prefer in anthropological shamanism. 

A new space? 

  In the meantime the 

library is close-ing; I’m exhausted by homelessness and its connected ridiculous persecutions and 

including abuse; and I have to walk twenty minutes now to defecate with enough time to do so.  

Source, reference citation. (13) on 13, KLEE, Edr. J. M. Faerna, Trs. A. Curotto  
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      How did it find me in this library away from that library; it must be the cited: C.I.A. [hunt?][yay. 

right]/wr.  

 

 


